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welcome 

PRESIDENT OF THE SQUARED CIRCLE MAGAZINE 

MD. FAIZAN SHAIKH 

ello & Welcome to issue #11 of the Squared Circle 
Magazine. First of all I would like to Dedicate some of 
my Lines to The people who made The Squared Circle 

Magazine what it is Today & Yes That's You all The 
Hundreds of Readers of the Fastest Growing 

Magazine in the Pro Wrestling Sport today. Now I am Really 
Grateful to Dedicate this very Issue to The one & Only True 
Legend of Wrestlemania, The Dead Man…The Phenom....The 
Lord of Darkness........The American Bad Ass.......The Streak 
in itself, The Undertaker. This man has given the sport 34 
Years of his Lifetime & Can't Really Imagine what it is like 
Because The number of years he invested in our beautiful 
business is actually much more than my age. I'm Quite 
ashamed at this very particular moment because just to 
Dedicate a Single Issue to this man Is very very less to do in 
his honor. Before ending this I just want to thank Kids like 
Iain McGovern who are Strong & True Heroes of Life. Iain, 
Kids like you make us respect The Sport more. You are the 
True Spirit & The Future of this Beautiful sport. Love you 
buddy. 



                    



                    



                    

We are Proud To Award Santana Garret as The "FEMALE SUPERSTAR OF 
THE MONTH". This Woman Has Been Making A lot Of Waves In the 

Business Since Her Debut In 2009. She Currently is been Regarded As "The 
Next Big Thing" And putting a certification On this Nick Name we'll like To 

Inform You that currently she Holds 5 Different Titles In 5 Different 
Promotions of the World! Which Includes Belleview Pro Wrestling 

Heavyweight & Tag Team Championship, Championship Wrestling 
Entertainment Vixen's Championship, Nova Pro Wrestling Women's 

Championship, Ring Warriors Battling Bombshells Championship, Shine Tag 
Team Championship & Women of Wrestling World Championship. Santana 
Garret was Awarded The 8th Position In our "FEMALE SUPERSTAR OF 
THR YEAR" Award 2016. Being In The Business Since a Long Time Now 

Santana Garret Is Considered as One Of The Biggest Indy Wrestling Woman 
Wrestler. Today Pro Wrestling Is facing Great Changes as The Fans Are 

Getting More & More Involved In the Indy scenes Than Ever Before but still 
woman wrestlers are Not as Popular As The Male Wrestlers in The Fans. But 
Santana Garret Is Being a Wrestler Who's performance Is Highlighted Since 

the Indy Wrestling Scene Was Not so popular. There Has Been Many 
Questions In the Fans Mind about Her Still Not being a Regular Part Of 

WWE but Things Can Change As There Is a women's Tournament Taking 
Place In Summers Same Like CWC & UKCT. We hope we see Her Perform 
There. Ending The Article here With a Hope That The Wonder Woman of 

Indies Is In WWE Some Day! 

PHOTOGRAPHY CREDIT: 

                    



                                        



                    

We Interviewed The NWA World 
Champion, Tim Storm in an ini-
tiative for our very new project 
#MAKENWAGRATEAGAIN. 
 
It’s Your First NWA World Title Run, How 
Does It Feels To win that Precious Title? How 
Do You react to NWA Calling You the 'Oldest' 
NWA Champion? 
 
 
I’ve been wrestling for over 20 years and I have 
won titles in practically every organization in 
which I have worked. But the NWA World Heav-
yweight Title is in a class by itself. The list of the 
men who have worn it is a who’s who of profes-
sional wrestling. I am honored to have my name 
on the list. Re: age. I’m not sure the NWA has 
ever said I am the “oldest” NWA Champion. I 
know some fans have pointed that out. It shows 
that hard work, experience and 20 years of good 
matches pays off. I work extremely hard outside 
the ring as well as inside. I know that my strength 
and conditioning prepares me for any competitor. 
Regardless of their “years of experience”. 
 
Your Thoughts on The Current State of the 
National Wrestling Alliance & It losing The 
Charm It Had In its Early Years? 
 
Under the leadership and guidance of NWA Pres-
ident Bruce Tharpe and Director of Talent James 
Beard the NWA is coming back strong. We have 
made leaps and bounds in the last 4 or 5 years 
from the previous low points under different 
management. But I don’t think the NWA has lost 
any of its charm. We are definitely different than 
most wrestling products today. And that is by 
design. We present a wrestling product that is less 
talk and more action, and I, like most of our in-
credibly talented roster pride myself on a very 
physical brand and style. The NWA of the 80’s 
and 90’s show cased a list of wrestlers that are 
literally Hall of Famers. That talent was main 
event on every roster they were on. We may nev-
er see another period of wrestling that has that 
number of legitimate tough skilled men and 
women. This is reflected at every level and every 
organization. Even today as WWE promotes for 
its’ biggest shows, they bring back older previous 
stars either for one time in ring matches, special 
guest appearances or Hall of Fame induction. 
Many long-time fans long for “the good old 
Days”. Professional wrestling continues to 
change and evolve. Some of it good, some of it 
not good. But I believe it’s wrestling as a whole 
that may have lost some of the “charm”. My 
opinion for what it’s worth… the NWA is the 
closest product to that period of professional 
wresting today. 
 
What Do you think is the Lacking Factor To-
day In NWA? 
 
Exposure!!! National and International TV expo-
sure is the only thing keeping the United States 
and the world from understanding how good 
NWA wrestling is today.  
 
What Made You join The Pro Wrestling Busi-

ness? 
 
I grew up in Pine Bluff Arkansas. Being centrally 
located to some of the best wrestling ever seen. 
Georgia Championship Wrestling in the morning. 
Memphis wrestling in the afternoon and World 
Class wrestling at night. I loved the combination 
of athleticism and storytelling. Something I pride 
myself on emulating today. 
 
Who do you see As a Dream Opponent? 
 
I have been fortunate to have been in the ring 
with many of the all-time greats. Past and pre-
sent. I grew up wanting to be the American 
Dream Dusty Rhodes. I had the opportunity to 
work for and with him on a few occasions. That 
would have been my dream match. 
 
Being The NWA World Champ Is Like win-
ning the Whole World but is there Still Some-
thing You Look Forward To accomplish in 
this Business? And Tell Us about The Best 
Moment of Your Career? 
 
Winning the NWA World title and defending it in 
Japan last month is my pinnacle, my mountain 
top. I hope to be able to do that multiple times. 
Winning the world title was not on my list, be-
cause I never had the…. Nerve?... to think it was 
possible. I’ve never lacked for confidence or abil-
ity. But to add my name on a list that includes 
Thez, Rhodes, Funk, Flair, Race, Steamboat, 
Sting, Muta, Styles, Brisco to name a few…the 
list is endless with amazing ground breaking tal-
ent. That is the best moment in my career and a 
very emotional one. 

 
Your Thoughts On Jax Dane, The Man You 
Defeated To win The World Title? 
 
Jax Dane is a class act and a true champion. He’s 
a true monster in the wrestling world. Holding the 
title for more than 400 days. Our matches in Las 
Vegas, Mississippi and Texas were brutally phys-
ical. He set the bar high for any champion that 
follows him. The night I won the World title I felt 
like it was the last opportunity I would get and I 
wanted to make sure that I left it all, my body, my 
heart and my soul in the ring that night. I did, and 
it paid off.  
 
Is There any Promotion You would Like To 
Work For in Future? 

 
I would like to represent the NWA World title all 
over the U.S. and the world. Anywhere and eve-
rywhere I go I bring a combination of power, in 
ring ability and experience that very few can 
match. I am the The NWA World Champion, the 
most historic and prestigious title in the history of 
this great business. I want to represent that title 
like a champion, in and out of the ring.            
 
Which Promotion Do you Think Is Doing 
Great Right now, If We Exclude The Big Dog 
WWE? 
 
Obviously New Japan is providing an incredible 
product that may be the best in the world right 
now. ROH is providing fantastic talent and 
matches. Locally here in Texas…  VIP, Main 
Event, Inspire Pro and Texoma Pro are excellent. 
The NWA is in my opinion almost always the 
best wrestling going today! Professionally wres-
tling is alive and well on the Independent scene. I 
want to encourage any wresting fan to support 
Independent wrestling. 
 
Last Question, Is Being a Part of Wrestle-
mania & Being inducted in the WWE Hall of 
fame something You would Like To achieve? 
 
All of us like to be recognized for hard work and 
excellence, And the bigger the stage the more 
fun. But the reality is that will never happen. I’m 
sure I don’t fit their criteria even for considera-
tion. My times spent in a WWE ring were not 
memorable for anyone but me. But they were 
great learning experiences. It takes getting and 
learning from all those opportunities and experi-
ences that can be used to create who you become 
as a PROFESSIONAL wrestler. Emphasis on 
professional.  “The 

NWA World  

Heavyweight 

Title is in a 

class by itself.” 



                                        



                    

We  recently interviewed the 

Super King Of Bros, the Hottest Free 

agent in Pro Wrestling 

Today and the Current Reigning 

& Defending WWN LIVE & 

Progress Atlas champion, Matthew 

Riddle. 
 
How Does It Feels To be The 
First Ever WWN champion of 
The World? 
 
It feels great to be the first ever 
wwn champion, it's a huge honor 
and a even bigger responsibility 
but I'm the man for job for sure. 
 
 
Your Thoughts On Your Game 
Changer Wrestling Match 
Against 'the Beast' Dan Severn 
who Has a Career Very Similar 
To You First In MMA & then In 
Pro Wrestling? 
 
The match with Dan Severn was 
amazing a really dream come true, 
it's always fun to work with a 
legend especially one like Dan. 
 
 
What is The Difference Between 
Fighting In MMA & Fighting In 
Pro Wrestling? 15 minutes 
Matches Which Happen 2-3 
Times a Year or A Super Tight 
Schedule In Pro Wrestling With 
Match Exceeding 40 Minutes 
some times! 
 
There's some differences like in 
mma you only fight 3 times a year 
while pro wrestling you can 
wrestle 10 times in 3 days. No pins 
in mma and no rope break,etc. The 
biggest thing is in wrestling you 
work together in mma you work 
against each other. 
 
 
What is harder on your body? 

Training for a UFC fight or the 
gruesome travel schedule for a 
pro wrestler. 
 
Cutting weight was the hardest 
thing on my body/health, but in pro 
wrestling I don't have to weigh in 
or cut weight so I'm overall much 
healthier even though it's harder on 
the body. 
 
 
Sounds Akward but a Very Big 
Fan of Yours asked "Why do you 
wrestle barefoot?" 
 

I wrestle barefoot because that's 
what's comfortable for me and it's 
different from majority of other 
wrestlers plus boots are way to 
expensive lol. 
 
 
Your Thoughts On Brock Lesnar 
& CM Punk in MMA? 
 
Brock Lesnar is a beast of course 
with a legit amateur wrestling 
background and serious athleticism 
for a heavyweight and then you 
have cm punk, no background no 
really athletic ability but he's tough 

and willing. 
 
 
How does it feel being voted most 
improved in 2016 by Wrestling 
Observers? 
 
Its amazing, all my hard work not 
only showed but paid off and Dave 
Meltzer see's a lot of promise in 
me. 
 
 
You are capturing the Indy scene 
by storm. Did you always expect 
to be this big of a hit? 
 
To be honest I did, I honestly 
thought it would have happened 
sooner but wrestling is much 
harder and has so many 
components, it takes more than 
cool moves and abs to get over. 
 
 
 
 
What would you say is your best 
match thus far in your young pro 
wrestling career? 
 
so many lol, I'd say I can break it 
down to 3, 
1.shibata 
2.chris hero 
3.david starr 
 
 
Last Question, your Thoughts 
On UFC & Getting released due 
to wellness Policy? 
 
When one door shuts another one 
opens, the UFC made the decision 
to treat me differently than other 
employees and fired me on a 4 
fight win streak. Of course I don't 
agree with their actions but at the 
same time I'm so happy I don't 
have to deal the UFC drama and 
the politics. 

“I'm so 
happy I don't 

have to deal the 
UFC 

drama and the 
politics.” 



                                        



                    

PRO WRESTLING 2.0'S LEGENDS & HEROES WAS THE EVENT 

THAT KICKED OFF THE WRESTLEMANIA WEEK ON TUESDAY 

28TH MARCH. IT WAS A GREAT EVENT INCLUDING SOME OF THE 

BEST WRESTLERS THE AMERICAN INDY SCENA HAS TO OFFER.  

ALL PHOTOGRAPHY CREDITS TO JASON VW & PRO WRESTLING 2.0 



                    

  
  
ason Cade & Veda Scott Came Out with ason Cade & Veda Scott Came Out with 

the Same hair Bands, sorry that's something Not the Same hair Bands, sorry that's something Not 
related to Wrestling Though. Their Opponents related to Wrestling Though. Their Opponents 
were Adam Brooks & Kellyanne. The Beauties were Adam Brooks & Kellyanne. The Beauties 
Start The Match as Kellyanne Takes down Veda Start The Match as Kellyanne Takes down Veda 
Scott. They then lock their Fists & tries to over Scott. They then lock their Fists & tries to over 
power each other. Veda throws Kellyanne to the power each other. Veda throws Kellyanne to the 
corner with Head scissors & Then hits a corner corner with Head scissors & Then hits a corner 
splash. Veda in Full control of Kellyanne & tags splash. Veda in Full control of Kellyanne & tags 
her Partner In. Brooks Is in from the other side her Partner In. Brooks Is in from the other side 
& The ring is the Men's Land Now. Adam Goes & The ring is the Men's Land Now. Adam Goes 
For a Wrist Lock but Jason Puts him in a Head For a Wrist Lock but Jason Puts him in a Head 
lock & Adam Runs the rope Jason Tries to lock & Adam Runs the rope Jason Tries to 
Dodge But Gets hit. Kellyanne Is Tagged In, she Dodge But Gets hit. Kellyanne Is Tagged In, she 
Lays some chops and Choke Him on the Ropes. Lays some chops and Choke Him on the Ropes. 
Adam Is Tagged In and He Lays a Senton on Adam Is Tagged In and He Lays a Senton on 

Jason. Adam after some assault Tags Kellyanne Jason. Adam after some assault Tags Kellyanne 
in & They perform a double team Move for a Pin in & They perform a double team Move for a Pin 
but that was Not enough. Veda Scott dives the but that was Not enough. Veda Scott dives the 
Ring all Fired Up. Kellyanne Goes for a Kick But Ring all Fired Up. Kellyanne Goes for a Kick But 
Veda catches Her & Reverses for a pin but She Veda catches Her & Reverses for a pin but She 
kicks out. The Men are back and there's a rough kicks out. The Men are back and there's a rough 
Brawl Between all 4. Kellyanne & Adam hits a Brawl Between all 4. Kellyanne & Adam hits a 
Fireman’s Backbreaker and goes for the pin but Fireman’s Backbreaker and goes for the pin but 

there's a Roll up & Veda Scott 's Team wins!there's a Roll up & Veda Scott 's Team wins!  

  
J O’Doyle & Martin Stone Does Some Show J O’Doyle & Martin Stone Does Some Show 
Boarding and Gets Attacked in the process Boarding and Gets Attacked in the process 
by Jesus Rodriguez & Rhett Giddins. They by Jesus Rodriguez & Rhett Giddins. They 

both Try to Crash Stone & CJ Into each other but both Try to Crash Stone & CJ Into each other but 
They do some Rings Rings roses & back to Their They do some Rings Rings roses & back to Their 
opponents Connecting them with punches. Gid-opponents Connecting them with punches. Gid-
dins is fallen out of the ring & Jesus Tries to Grab dins is fallen out of the ring & Jesus Tries to Grab 
some air in the Corner. CJ & Martin Hit Jesus some air in the Corner. CJ & Martin Hit Jesus 
with a Aided Corner Uppercuts. Then goes for a with a Aided Corner Uppercuts. Then goes for a 
Belly to belly. Jesus Us again At the corner CJ Belly to belly. Jesus Us again At the corner CJ 
Goes for him but Giddins cone back in the ring & Goes for him but Giddins cone back in the ring & 
Hits Him with a Popup Kick to Face. There's Still Hits Him with a Popup Kick to Face. There's Still 
Confusion Who's the legal man Between Giddins Confusion Who's the legal man Between Giddins 
& Jesus. Jesus is out Indicating Giddins To be the & Jesus. Jesus is out Indicating Giddins To be the 
legal man & He does a Corner splash on CJ & legal man & He does a Corner splash on CJ & 
Takes his Shirt Off. They Exchange Some chops Takes his Shirt Off. They Exchange Some chops 
Before Giddins Taking him out with a Boot! the Before Giddins Taking him out with a Boot! the 
Crowd Is Wild For CJ & Seems Like Giddins Crowd Is Wild For CJ & Seems Like Giddins 
Hate this. Mocking the crowd After laying him Hate this. Mocking the crowd After laying him 
Down. Stone Trys to get in The Ref Stops him & Down. Stone Trys to get in The Ref Stops him & 
On the other hand Giddins Take CJ to their cor-On the other hand Giddins Take CJ to their cor-
ner. Jesus is Tagged In but Though there was a ner. Jesus is Tagged In but Though there was a 
distraction of Ref Jesus & Giddins are still playing distraction of Ref Jesus & Giddins are still playing 
Clean. Now Jesus is Trying To tear the mouth of Clean. Now Jesus is Trying To tear the mouth of 
CJ. CJ tries to Crawl for a tag but Giddins Tag CJ. CJ tries to Crawl for a tag but Giddins Tag 
him in & hits a Great Senton. Goes for a Pin for 2 him in & hits a Great Senton. Goes for a Pin for 2 
falls. Giddins goes for a Sleeper & Stone motivates falls. Giddins goes for a Sleeper & Stone motivates 
CJ. The motivation worked & CJ gets out of the CJ. The motivation worked & CJ gets out of the 
sleeper to connect with a Elbow. What the Fu*k sleeper to connect with a Elbow. What the Fu*k 
CJ is now CJ is now   
  

  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
crawling towards the Enemy corner, seems he is crawling towards the Enemy corner, seems he is 
Somewhat unconscious. He reaches Jesus to get Somewhat unconscious. He reaches Jesus to get 
hit with a Punch. Giddins in back in the match hit with a Punch. Giddins in back in the match 
hits a Snap Suplex and Tags Jesus in & They Hit a hits a Snap Suplex and Tags Jesus in & They Hit a 
Aided Senton cum body slam for 2 counts. Jesus Aided Senton cum body slam for 2 counts. Jesus 
goes mad Hits Wildly with Punches & Elbows. goes mad Hits Wildly with Punches & Elbows. 
Pins but he kicks out at 2. So basically CJ is Play-Pins but he kicks out at 2. So basically CJ is Play-
ing a Underdog in the match and Now he's again ing a Underdog in the match and Now he's again 
dragged to the enemy side for a tag & giddin is the dragged to the enemy side for a tag & giddin is the 
legal man. Giddin hits a great Backbreaker and legal man. Giddin hits a great Backbreaker and 
goes for abdomen lock. CJ fires Up, fights back goes for abdomen lock. CJ fires Up, fights back 
but gets Hit with elbows. Hits a Modified Face but gets Hit with elbows. Hits a Modified Face 
buster & A Running lariat. Martin & Jesus both buster & A Running lariat. Martin & Jesus both 
are tagged in and Martin Hits A series of Face are tagged in and Martin Hits A series of Face 
breaking punches & uppercut. Jesus Pushes him breaking punches & uppercut. Jesus Pushes him 
to the ropes CJ tags himself in hits a Enziguiri to the ropes CJ tags himself in hits a Enziguiri 
followed by a cutter by Stone. Goes for a pin but followed by a cutter by Stone. Goes for a pin but 

Giddin saves the match. Giddin Is Hit by a cutter Giddin saves the match. Giddin Is Hit by a cutter 
by both for a pin. But Giddin is actually not legal. by both for a pin. But Giddin is actually not legal. 
Jesus Mount some offense on both but gets a Boot Jesus Mount some offense on both but gets a Boot 
by CJ. CJ hits some corner splash on Giddins run by CJ. CJ hits some corner splash on Giddins run 
the ropes but gets hit by a Spinning Elbow for a the ropes but gets hit by a Spinning Elbow for a 
Pinfall.Pinfall.  



                    

  
  
  
  
hasyn Rance & CT Brown start with some hasyn Rance & CT Brown start with some 

locking. A headlock takedown by Chasyn & locks locking. A headlock takedown by Chasyn & locks 
Browns Arms. Brown Fights Back for Locking Browns Arms. Brown Fights Back for Locking 
Chasyn hands To his back. Chasyn Reaches his Chasyn hands To his back. Chasyn Reaches his 
Legs & Tries to lock his legs now But Brown is Legs & Tries to lock his legs now But Brown is 
powering up so he just Rolls for a pin & He kicks powering up so he just Rolls for a pin & He kicks 
out at 2. Without wasting anytime He Goes for a out at 2. Without wasting anytime He Goes for a 
Headlock takedown for another pin & he again Headlock takedown for another pin & he again 
Kicks out. Applies a Lying Headlock Goes for a Kicks out. Applies a Lying Headlock Goes for a 
Alligator roll but This was actually a mistake as Alligator roll but This was actually a mistake as 

Brown Now Places his legs to the rope & The ref Brown Now Places his legs to the rope & The ref 
separates them. After a Lot of Hesitation by separates them. After a Lot of Hesitation by 
Brown They again lock up & Now Chasyn Puts Brown They again lock up & Now Chasyn Puts 
him in a Bridging arm triangle choke. Brown Is him in a Bridging arm triangle choke. Brown Is 
reaching to the ropes & chasyn wisely Transforms reaching to the ropes & chasyn wisely Transforms 
the lock into a pin for 2 falls. Brown catches the the lock into a pin for 2 falls. Brown catches the 
ropes & The Ref again seprates them . Brown goes ropes & The Ref again seprates them . Brown goes 
for a Lariat By Chasyn counters & Applies a for a Lariat By Chasyn counters & Applies a 
Headlock. They run the ropes & brown Tries to Headlock. They run the ropes & brown Tries to 
Hit a Big boot but Chssyn again puts him down. Hit a Big boot but Chssyn again puts him down. 
Chasyn Now goes for his legs but he's in the ropes. Chasyn Now goes for his legs but he's in the ropes. 
Brown Runs like a Bull towards Chasyn throws Brown Runs like a Bull towards Chasyn throws 
Him out. He tries to Fly out but the referee Stops Him out. He tries to Fly out but the referee Stops 
him to do so. The Big Man enters the ring & him to do so. The Big Man enters the ring & 
climbs the top rope but Chasy Dodges his Move & climbs the top rope but Chasy Dodges his Move & 
Hits him Hits him 

with a Kick to head for a near fall. Chasyn wastes with a Kick to head for a near fall. Chasyn wastes 
no time & Applies a armbar but Brown Is again in no time & Applies a armbar but Brown Is again in 
the ropes. Brown hits a Single leg dropkick for a the ropes. Brown hits a Single leg dropkick for a 
pin but Chasyn Kicks out. Now Chasyn is totally pin but Chasyn Kicks out. Now Chasyn is totally 
dominated by the big man as he Punishes him in dominated by the big man as he Punishes him in 
the corner. Brown hits a Body Slam & a Elbow the corner. Brown hits a Body Slam & a Elbow 
drop for 2. Brown Puts him in a Cross face & af-drop for 2. Brown Puts him in a Cross face & af-
ter a Long struggle Cgasyn rolls him into a pin for ter a Long struggle Cgasyn rolls him into a pin for 
2. Chasyn Fights back With punches before hit-2. Chasyn Fights back With punches before hit-
ting a flying head butt for pin but he again kicks ting a flying head butt for pin but he again kicks 
out at 2. Chasyn now Irish whip him in the corner out at 2. Chasyn now Irish whip him in the corner 
& Hits a Hip splash then a West coast pop but he & Hits a Hip splash then a West coast pop but he 
again kicks out at 2. He puts the Big man into a again kicks out at 2. He puts the Big man into a 
series of Pins before a Roll up for 3.series of Pins before a Roll up for 3.  

antana Garret's Team entrance is so Energetic antana Garret's Team entrance is so Energetic 
& Sexy. I can also see Gabi with a lollipop in & Sexy. I can also see Gabi with a lollipop in 
the Crowd & Dreaming How Their Match will the Crowd & Dreaming How Their Match will 

go. Its Gonna Be fire When she tags with Joe. Lu-go. Its Gonna Be fire When she tags with Joe. Lu-
cy & Adora Starts the match with some Fist Lock cy & Adora Starts the match with some Fist Lock 
Game. Lucy drags Adora to the Corner for a Tag Game. Lucy drags Adora to the Corner for a Tag 
by Mila Brutally Twists Adora's arms & then tags by Mila Brutally Twists Adora's arms & then tags 
The PW 2.0 Women's Champ, Santana Garret! The PW 2.0 Women's Champ, Santana Garret! 
Santana With a Hip toss & goes for a pin for but Santana With a Hip toss & goes for a pin for but 
she Kicks out At instant. A little More Fist Lock she Kicks out At instant. A little More Fist Lock 
game goes before Adora Punches Santana in the game goes before Adora Punches Santana in the 
Face & runs to tag robin in. Santana Fires Up & Face & runs to tag robin in. Santana Fires Up & 
Hip tosses Robin. Brandi runs in but gets a Hip Hip tosses Robin. Brandi runs in but gets a Hip 
toss & Robin gets another Hip toss For a Pin but toss & Robin gets another Hip toss For a Pin but 
Another Instant Kick out! A Facelock And Santa-Another Instant Kick out! A Facelock And Santa-
na Dragged Robbin to the corner to tag Mila in. A na Dragged Robbin to the corner to tag Mila in. A 
body Slam, a Corner Senton & Then a Stink Face. body Slam, a Corner Senton & Then a Stink Face. 
The crowd is Really Awesome & Enjoying each The crowd is Really Awesome & Enjoying each 
Moment! They are crying "Booty" At the mo-Moment! They are crying "Booty" At the mo-
ment. Goes for a Pin & 2 Falls. An Eye rake by ment. Goes for a Pin & 2 Falls. An Eye rake by 
Robbin & She tags Adora In but she gets layer By Robbin & She tags Adora In but she gets layer By 
Mila. Adora is again dragged to the corner for a Mila. Adora is again dragged to the corner for a 
tag & Lucy is Legal. Another Wrist lock, a body tag & Lucy is Legal. Another Wrist lock, a body 
slam & a Dropkick to pin her but She kicks out at slam & a Dropkick to pin her but She kicks out at 
2. Adora is finally showing her wild side & Stomp-2. Adora is finally showing her wild side & Stomp-
ing Lucy brutally. Brandi is tagged in she's Bru-ing Lucy brutally. Brandi is tagged in she's Bru-
talizing Lucy, trash talking While Beating Lucy talizing Lucy, trash talking While Beating Lucy 
up was a Great addition to the match! Now she's up was a Great addition to the match! Now she's 
roasting some Fans. she's Choking Lucy on the roasting some Fans. she's Choking Lucy on the 
ropes & Santana Comes for Her. There are some ropes & Santana Comes for Her. There are some 
pushs Before Santana is forced back on the apron, pushs Before Santana is forced back on the apron, 
on the other hand Adora is taking some cheap on the other hand Adora is taking some cheap 
shots on lucy. Robbin with some cheap shots too shots on lucy. Robbin with some cheap shots too 
before Brandi goes for a pin but Lucy kicks out. before Brandi goes for a pin but Lucy kicks out. 
Brandi Adds Some more offense & Tags Robyn in. Brandi Adds Some more offense & Tags Robyn in.   

  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
Robyn puts Robyn puts 
Lucy in a sleeper & after a long struggle she es-Lucy in a sleeper & after a long struggle she es-
capes hitting a stunner. Santana & Brandi are capes hitting a stunner. Santana & Brandi are 
tagged in. The real Game starts now. Santana tagged in. The real Game starts now. Santana 
drops her with lariat & block then hits a Suplex drops her with lariat & block then hits a Suplex 
for a pin but she kicks out! She Fires the crowd & for a pin but she kicks out! She Fires the crowd & 
Then hits a cartwheel Corner splash. She then Then hits a cartwheel Corner splash. She then 
Hits a leg sweep for a pin but Robyn makes the Hits a leg sweep for a pin but Robyn makes the 
save. Adora Runs in too & Drops Santana's Team save. Adora Runs in too & Drops Santana's Team 
down. Robyn then hits her with a fireman's carry down. Robyn then hits her with a fireman's carry 
cutter but gets butt tackle by Mila. Adora hits cutter but gets butt tackle by Mila. Adora hits 
Mila by a World's strongest slam. But gets a Big Mila by a World's strongest slam. But gets a Big 
boot by Lucy and Lucy gets a Cutter by Brandi. boot by Lucy and Lucy gets a Cutter by Brandi. 
There's some back & forth between Brandi and There's some back & forth between Brandi and 

Santana before Santana hits a Shinning shooting Santana before Santana hits a Shinning shooting 
star for the pin.star for the pin.  



                    

  
  
y Favorite Match is Here. Gabi & Joe With y Favorite Match is Here. Gabi & Joe With 
Lollipops in the mouth. And The other 2 two Lollipops in the mouth. And The other 2 two 

gets out. Joe Is playing some mind games before gets out. Joe Is playing some mind games before 
the match & its Working well. The Crowd is the match & its Working well. The Crowd is 
changing Joe Ryan & I wanna Say Mutual feel-changing Joe Ryan & I wanna Say Mutual feel-
ings here. Now the Fans Are Given a Treat On ings here. Now the Fans Are Given a Treat On 
their Lollipops. This Match is fun, Joe is oiling their Lollipops. This Match is fun, Joe is oiling 
up...hahahaa.... Now Joe wants Aron to Grab His up...hahahaa.... Now Joe wants Aron to Grab His 
"Beep".... Thus match is fun.  they Finally Lock "Beep".... Thus match is fun.  they Finally Lock 

up & Aron Buts Joe in a Abdomen lock. Joe up & Aron Buts Joe in a Abdomen lock. Joe 
Breaks the Hold & tries To lock Aron's Fist with Breaks the Hold & tries To lock Aron's Fist with 

is "Beep". Sorry for the "Beeps" though. The is "Beep". Sorry for the "Beeps" though. The 
Crowd is crazy & They are shouting "touch it!" Crowd is crazy & They are shouting "touch it!" 
Aron is All confused right now but he puts Joe in Aron is All confused right now but he puts Joe in 
a Wrist lock & Joe counters to again Grab him for a Wrist lock & Joe counters to again Grab him for 
a "Beep" Plex. Oh My, Alexis Rose is tagged in. a "Beep" Plex. Oh My, Alexis Rose is tagged in. 
Joe Ryan is shouting "Touch it" & Alexis after a Joe Ryan is shouting "Touch it" & Alexis after a 
lot of hesitation Finally Agrees for it. But Hits a lot of hesitation Finally Agrees for it. But Hits a 
slap. She Plants some Stomps & then goes for a slap. She Plants some Stomps & then goes for a 
atomic Drop Buts Hurts herself As Joe has a Iron atomic Drop Buts Hurts herself As Joe has a Iron 
"Beep" rather than a Iron Fist. The crowd is "Beep" rather than a Iron Fist. The crowd is 
Laughing Badly. Gabi is tagged in & they play Laughing Badly. Gabi is tagged in & they play 

some good hip tosses before Alexis Goes to the some good hip tosses before Alexis Goes to the 
corner & Ref seprates them. Alexis Hits some corner & Ref seprates them. Alexis Hits some 
cheap shots & Tags Aron in & he foes for a corner cheap shots & Tags Aron in & he foes for a corner 
splash on Gabi. But she Dodges & Tags the Macho splash on Gabi. But she Dodges & Tags the Macho 
Man in. Joe Hits a Lariat before getting hit by a Man in. Joe Hits a Lariat before getting hit by a 
Reverse body slam & a Elbow drop for a pin. Reverse body slam & a Elbow drop for a pin. 
kicks out at 2. Alexis Tags her In with a slap on kicks out at 2. Alexis Tags her In with a slap on 
Aron's back & he shouts "AAAaaaahhhhh" this Aron's back & he shouts "AAAaaaahhhhh" this 
match is Awesome. Alexis mounts some offense match is Awesome. Alexis mounts some offense 
before Re tagging Aron in. The Crowd Is Nuts. before Re tagging Aron in. The Crowd Is Nuts. 
Aron goes for a Chin lock & Then hits a Shoulder Aron goes for a Chin lock & Then hits a Shoulder 
Block but hurt himself too & Falls on the "Beep" Block but hurt himself too & Falls on the "Beep" 
of Joe and gets Hurt again. As Joe is a Man with a of Joe and gets Hurt again. As Joe is a Man with a 
Iron "Beep". Cross tags & the girls are legal. Gabi Iron "Beep". Cross tags & the girls are legal. Gabi 
takes control with Shoulder blocks  pins for a fall takes control with Shoulder blocks  pins for a fall 
& hits a springboard tornado DDT. Goes for the & hits a springboard tornado DDT. Goes for the 
pin 1.....2...but Aron saves the match. They ex-pin 1.....2...but Aron saves the match. They ex-
change some punches before a spine buster by Joe change some punches before a spine buster by Joe 
for 2 falls. Joey Hits a Sweet tooth music goes for for 2 falls. Joey Hits a Sweet tooth music goes for 
the pin but Alexis saves the match. Gabi runs in & the pin but Alexis saves the match. Gabi runs in & 
Kick alexis outside for a brawl. Meanwhile, Aron Kick alexis outside for a brawl. Meanwhile, Aron 
tries a neutralizer but is caught by Joe's beep & tries a neutralizer but is caught by Joe's beep & 
gets a Beep Pex for the happy ending. gets a Beep Pex for the happy ending.   

  

  
  
  
  
                hey Lock up & Havoc easily pushes Hol-hey Lock up & Havoc easily pushes Hol-
ly to the corner. Havoc doing some trash talk ly to the corner. Havoc doing some trash talk 
& Then tosses her to the other corner for & Then tosses her to the other corner for 
some punches. She again to see her to the oth-some punches. She again to see her to the oth-
er side of the Ring. Side note: I'm a Big Fan er side of the Ring. Side note: I'm a Big Fan 
of Havoc since her TNA Debut. Havoc goes of Havoc since her TNA Debut. Havoc goes 
for a stinger splash but Holly rolls out & con-for a stinger splash but Holly rolls out & con-
nects her with Jab chop combination. Havoc nects her with Jab chop combination. Havoc 
Again Pushes her to the Mat, she Gets up & Again Pushes her to the Mat, she Gets up & 
run the ropes goes for head scissors to put run the ropes goes for head scissors to put 
Havoc down. Havoc Yells & run Towards her Havoc down. Havoc Yells & run Towards her 
but She uses her leg to Create a Obstacle & but She uses her leg to Create a Obstacle & 
Havoc falls on her Face. Holly Bounces on the Havoc falls on her Face. Holly Bounces on the 
ropes & Hits her a Drop kick. Goes for a pin ropes & Hits her a Drop kick. Goes for a pin 
but she kicks out at 2. Holly Goes for a Head-but she kicks out at 2. Holly Goes for a Head-
lock but she Throes Her backward. Holly lock but she Throes Her backward. Holly 
Then Jumps on the top rope for another head Then Jumps on the top rope for another head 
scissors. Havoc Rolls out of the Ring Trying scissors. Havoc Rolls out of the Ring Trying 
to recover & roasts a old man. Holly tries to to recover & roasts a old man. Holly tries to 
kick her Coming on the Apron but gets car-kick her Coming on the Apron but gets car-
ried in a Electric chair position & gets thrown ried in a Electric chair position & gets thrown 
In the front to get face burst in the apron. In the front to get face burst in the apron. 
Havoc Trash Talking Again throws Holly on Havoc Trash Talking Again throws Holly on 
the Barricade Crashing on the steel. Holy Is the Barricade Crashing on the steel. Holy Is 
again Slammed On the Apron & now is again Slammed On the Apron & now is 

thrown in the ring. Havoc plans Some Kicks & a thrown in the ring. Havoc plans Some Kicks & a 
Hair toss plus good Old fashioned Trash Talking. Hair toss plus good Old fashioned Trash Talking. 
She hits a Series of Back Breaker Before getting She hits a Series of Back Breaker Before getting 
Thrown to the corner with Head scissors. Havoc Thrown to the corner with Head scissors. Havoc 
hits a Lariat to drop Holy down. The Match is hits a Lariat to drop Holy down. The Match is 
going a Little Slow paced now & a Little boring going a Little Slow paced now & a Little boring 
too. Holy Run the ropes But gets caught & Havoc too. Holy Run the ropes But gets caught & Havoc 
lays Holy upside down on the corner. Havoc puts lays Holy upside down on the corner. Havoc puts 
a Elbow in use and Crashes Holy down. Havoc a Elbow in use and Crashes Holy down. Havoc 
hits 2 Broski kicks & The crowd Chants "One hits 2 Broski kicks & The crowd Chants "One 
more Time" The Crowd was Literally Dead but is more Time" The Crowd was Literally Dead but is 
Awaken now which is good. Havoc On demand Awaken now which is good. Havoc On demand 
goes for another Broski kick but Holy escapes and goes for another Broski kick but Holy escapes and 
hits her wit a Series of running Elbows in the Cor-hits her wit a Series of running Elbows in the Cor-
ner. Holy Counters a lariat & Goes for a Sunset ner. Holy Counters a lariat & Goes for a Sunset 
flip for 2 falls. Holy goes for a Top rope Diving flip for 2 falls. Holy goes for a Top rope Diving 
Head Scissors but gets Powerbombed & Havoc Head Scissors but gets Powerbombed & Havoc 
wins by pinfall.wins by pinfall.  



                    

  
  
  
non Sanctioned Street Fight where Lacey non Sanctioned Street Fight where Lacey 
takes on Jon. Jon Enters the Arena but does takes on Jon. Jon Enters the Arena but does 

a retake of his entrance & Then takes the mic to a retake of his entrance & Then takes the mic to 
Make it a Street fight, Lacey says No in the first Make it a Street fight, Lacey says No in the first 
Place but then agrees after some arguments. The Place but then agrees after some arguments. The 
crowd is on Fire & Looks like they hate Jon. As crowd is on Fire & Looks like they hate Jon. As 
the bell Rung They run to search weapons and the bell Rung They run to search weapons and 
opens a Transhcan to disover a Pillow? and some opens a Transhcan to disover a Pillow? and some 
more weird Kind of stuff that they throw Here more weird Kind of stuff that they throw Here 
and there. They are having Conversation about and there. They are having Conversation about 
what shall they do with that and Jon takes a what shall they do with that and Jon takes a 
Cheap shot. The Crowd Pisses Him off by chant-Cheap shot. The Crowd Pisses Him off by chant-
ing "Cheap" and They know it so they laugh. I ing "Cheap" and They know it so they laugh. I 
didn't Expected this But this match is Fun. Jon & didn't Expected this But this match is Fun. Jon & 
Lacey runs in the ring, both grabs the skipping Lacey runs in the ring, both grabs the skipping 
Ropes. Now they are arguing who had the ropes Ropes. Now they are arguing who had the ropes 
first. now the referee is in the middle & They have first. now the referee is in the middle & They have 
started Skipping. This is Awesome! Jon Ruins the started Skipping. This is Awesome! Jon Ruins the 
Play & Says Everyone is Stupid before getting hit Play & Says Everyone is Stupid before getting hit 
by a Springboard Head Scissors & Then a perfect by a Springboard Head Scissors & Then a perfect 
looking Hip Toss followed by a Kick to face for a looking Hip Toss followed by a Kick to face for a 
Pin & 2 falls. Jon rolls down & She follows. Hits Pin & 2 falls. Jon rolls down & She follows. Hits 
him with a Punch to his Back & Grabs him from him with a Punch to his Back & Grabs him from 
the back. Now She let's the Crowd chop Jon one the back. Now She let's the Crowd chop Jon one 
by one. There's an Interruption by Jason Cade & by one. There's an Interruption by Jason Cade & 
Jon hits her on the Forehead with a Trashcan Lid. Jon hits her on the Forehead with a Trashcan Lid. 
She's down at the ringside Jason Plants her on a She's down at the ringside Jason Plants her on a 
office chair & Pushes the chair ahead for Jon to office chair & Pushes the chair ahead for Jon to 
superkick her. Jon puts her in & a pin but she superkick her. Jon puts her in & a pin but she 
kicks out at 2. Jon hits her with a Trash can, puts kicks out at 2. Jon hits her with a Trash can, puts 
its on her body. Meanwhile, Jason asks the crowd its on her body. Meanwhile, Jason asks the crowd 
for a chair. Despite of a fan offering it nearby he for a chair. Despite of a fan offering it nearby he 
prefers to take it from a Fan somewhat way & prefers to take it from a Fan somewhat way & 
The first fan is crazy due to this and he hits him-The first fan is crazy due to this and he hits him-
self with chair. The Crowd is getting Wild & self with chair. The Crowd is getting Wild & 
"E.C. Dub" chants are all over the hall. Now Hits "E.C. Dub" chants are all over the hall. Now Hits 
the trashcan stuffed with Lacey with a Chair & the trashcan stuffed with Lacey with a Chair & 
She's out. Jon puts a lid on her face & stomps on it She's out. Jon puts a lid on her face & stomps on it 
a several times before bashing her face with the a several times before bashing her face with the 
lid. Goes for the pin but she kicks out at 2. Jon lid. Goes for the pin but she kicks out at 2. Jon 

puts a Brush in her mouth & embarrassed her. puts a Brush in her mouth & embarrassed her. 
Now Jason is hitting her with some kinda prop & Now Jason is hitting her with some kinda prop & 
Is stopped by the girl who came out with Lacey. Is stopped by the girl who came out with Lacey. 
Lacey Puts Distracted Jon in a roll up & after 2 Lacey Puts Distracted Jon in a roll up & after 2 
counts Jon Escapes after hitting her with the trash counts Jon Escapes after hitting her with the trash 
can lid. Crowd is Cheering for "Lacey" as Jon can lid. Crowd is Cheering for "Lacey" as Jon 
tries to pedigree her on a chair. Lacey drops him tries to pedigree her on a chair. Lacey drops him 
& fails his attempts. Both tries to get back in the & fails his attempts. Both tries to get back in the 
match after punching their way to victory. Lacey match after punching their way to victory. Lacey 
hits a great knee before getting a bicycle kick & hits a great knee before getting a bicycle kick & 
getting locked in a camel clutch. Jon ask asks Ja-getting locked in a camel clutch. Jon ask asks Ja-
son to get another chair. Lacey fights back and son to get another chair. Lacey fights back and 
hits a Cm punk's Shinning Star & Hits him with a hits a Cm punk's Shinning Star & Hits him with a 
chair between the groin. That chair is still placed chair between the groin. That chair is still placed 
in between the groin & she hits the chair with an-in between the groin & she hits the chair with an-
other chair. That Sight is Not for the weak at other chair. That Sight is Not for the weak at 
heart. He's Bouncing All over the ring in pain. She heart. He's Bouncing All over the ring in pain. She 
pins Her but He kicks out. I'm amazed seeing this. pins Her but He kicks out. I'm amazed seeing this. 
she goes for a bicycle kick but he dodges & an-she goes for a bicycle kick but he dodges & an-
swers back with a Samoan drop. He goes for a pin swers back with a Samoan drop. He goes for a pin 
but she kicks out. Now Jon asks for a chair & Ja-but she kicks out. Now Jon asks for a chair & Ja-
son provides him with it. But Jon gets a bicycle son provides him with it. But Jon gets a bicycle 
kick with the chair bashing to his face. Another kick with the chair bashing to his face. Another 
pin but another kick out! What will she need to pin but another kick out! What will she need to 
end Jon? She Hits a baseball slide to take out Ja-end Jon? She Hits a baseball slide to take out Ja-
son and gets hit by a chop by Jon. Jon Body slams son and gets hit by a chop by Jon. Jon Body slams 
her & Place the trashcan on her. Goes for a 450 her & Place the trashcan on her. Goes for a 450 
but gets slapped & Lacey goes for a superplex but but gets slapped & Lacey goes for a superplex but 
is thrown down but then she trows Jon down to is thrown down but then she trows Jon down to 
the Trashcan for pinfall. They show some respect the Trashcan for pinfall. They show some respect 
to each other after the match. Great Match!to each other after the match. Great Match!  

  
                    
                        NT attacks Chris Silvio & Snoop Strikes NT attacks Chris Silvio & Snoop Strikes 
during the entrance. TNT goes for a Double team during the entrance. TNT goes for a Double team 
Hiptoss but Gets their head smashed With each Hiptoss but Gets their head smashed With each 
other. Chris & Snoop Goes for dropkicks. Ter-other. Chris & Snoop Goes for dropkicks. Ter-
rence & Snoop Starts the Match with Snoop con-rence & Snoop Starts the Match with Snoop con-
necting with a Rough chop. Then He hits a Head necting with a Rough chop. Then He hits a Head 
Scissor & a swinging Neck Breaker. Connects with Scissor & a swinging Neck Breaker. Connects with 
a Elbow, a pin & he kicks out at 2. Chris is tagged a Elbow, a pin & he kicks out at 2. Chris is tagged 
in & He aids Snoop to do Rey mysterio's Wheel-in & He aids Snoop to do Rey mysterio's Wheel-
barrow bodyscissors transitioned into a bulldog on barrow bodyscissors transitioned into a bulldog on 
Terrence. And then A Elbow drop for a pin But he Terrence. And then A Elbow drop for a pin But he 
kick outs at 2. Terrence now Drags Chris to their kick outs at 2. Terrence now Drags Chris to their 

side corner & tags Terrell in. Terrel is layer down side corner & tags Terrell in. Terrel is layer down 
as he enters the ring by Chris & He Takes Terrell as he enters the ring by Chris & He Takes Terrell 
down by a Headlock. They Run the ropes & Chris down by a Headlock. They Run the ropes & Chris 
hits a Swinging Russian leg sweep. Chris does a hits a Swinging Russian leg sweep. Chris does a 
Rope walk & then hits a arm Drag, a pin For 2 Rope walk & then hits a arm Drag, a pin For 2 
falls. Snoop is tagged in they seem to go for a dou-falls. Snoop is tagged in they seem to go for a dou-
ble team move but Terrence pulls Terrell down to ble team move but Terrence pulls Terrell down to 
the ringside. Looks like they are Leaving the the ringside. Looks like they are Leaving the 
match but Chris & Snoop destroy their Plans with match but Chris & Snoop destroy their Plans with 
baseball slide and Then dives crazy on TNT. baseball slide and Then dives crazy on TNT. 
There's a Little distraction from Terrence and There's a Little distraction from Terrence and 
Terrells Hit a Low blow to Leave Snoop in Pain. Terrells Hit a Low blow to Leave Snoop in Pain. 
Terrell is now mocking  Snoop & Connects with a Terrell is now mocking  Snoop & Connects with a 
series of punches before Dragging him to their series of punches before Dragging him to their 
corner to tag Terrence in. Terrell Chokes snoop corner to tag Terrence in. Terrell Chokes snoop 
with his feet & Terrence Punches Him roughly. with his feet & Terrence Punches Him roughly. 
Terrence Puts him down & Goes for the Pin but he Terrence Puts him down & Goes for the Pin but he 
kicks out early. Again Terrell is tagged in Ter-kicks out early. Again Terrell is tagged in Ter-
rence Is Holding g Him & Terrel hits a Gut kick rence Is Holding g Him & Terrel hits a Gut kick 
for a Pin but He kicks out at 1. One more pin at-for a Pin but He kicks out at 1. One more pin at-
tempt but he kicks out again. Terrell applies a tempt but he kicks out again. Terrell applies a 
Adbdomen Stretch & Chris Tries to fire the crowd Adbdomen Stretch & Chris Tries to fire the crowd 
to motivate Snoop for a tag.  Now Snoop is thrown to motivate Snoop for a tag.  Now Snoop is thrown 
Outside the ring crashing through the Corner Outside the ring crashing through the Corner 
pads. Snoop is Attacked by a Chair Outside while pads. Snoop is Attacked by a Chair Outside while 
the referee is Distracted & They put him in for the referee is Distracted & They put him in for 
another pin but he kicks out at 2. Terrence is another pin but he kicks out at 2. Terrence is 
tagged in Then Do a Aided Punching Serious be-tagged in Then Do a Aided Punching Serious be-
fore Terrence applies a Headlock. They go for a fore Terrence applies a Headlock. They go for a 
Irish whip & run the ropes before running to the Irish whip & run the ropes before running to the 
corner & Snoop doing a Sunset flip for 2 falls. Ter-corner & Snoop doing a Sunset flip for 2 falls. Ter-
rence In a desperation Hits a clothesline from hell. rence In a desperation Hits a clothesline from hell. 
After A long time to recover pins him for 2 falls. After A long time to recover pins him for 2 falls. 
Terrence Does a Hip splash & goes for a pin again Terrence Does a Hip splash & goes for a pin again 

but a early kickout! Terrence Puts him on the top but a early kickout! Terrence Puts him on the top 
rope & hits a nasty chop, gets kicked to function rope & hits a nasty chop, gets kicked to function 
some separation. Hits a Missile Dropkick. Finally some separation. Hits a Missile Dropkick. Finally 
Chris is tagged in & He Connects with punches Chris is tagged in & He Connects with punches 
chops & kicks then a suplex a roll over & a Knee chops & kicks then a suplex a roll over & a Knee 
to the corner. Run the ropes for a neck breaker for  to the corner. Run the ropes for a neck breaker for  
a pink but he kicks out at 2. Chris now goes up to a pink but he kicks out at 2. Chris now goes up to 
the top rope & hit a Flying Knee. I think he had the top rope & hit a Flying Knee. I think he had 
him but Terrell breaks the pin. A tag made & both him but Terrell breaks the pin. A tag made & both 
the TNT men are in they Irish whip Chris only to the TNT men are in they Irish whip Chris only to 
get hit by a double foot stomp. Meanwhile Snoop get hit by a double foot stomp. Meanwhile Snoop 
has tagged himself in. Snoop hits a Missile drop has tagged himself in. Snoop hits a Missile drop 
kick to Terrence & Salida Del Sol to Terrell. Goes kick to Terrence & Salida Del Sol to Terrell. Goes 
for a pin but kicks out at 2. Now they try double for a pin but kicks out at 2. Now they try double 
Team on Terrence and hits him with a sulpex goes Team on Terrence and hits him with a sulpex goes 
over the top rope. Terrell pulls Snoop down & over the top rope. Terrell pulls Snoop down & 
Chris Falis to hit Terrence . TNT now hits them Chris Falis to hit Terrence . TNT now hits them 
with a 3D 2 but Still kicks out at 2. The Sons of with a 3D 2 but Still kicks out at 2. The Sons of 
Dvon are Frustrated & they ask to get the chair. Dvon are Frustrated & they ask to get the chair. 
Goes for a chair shot but Chris hits & takes the Goes for a chair shot but Chris hits & takes the 
chair from him. The referee sees the chair & takes chair from him. The referee sees the chair & takes 
it from Chris's Hand & He gets connected with a it from Chris's Hand & He gets connected with a 
3d. The End. 3d. The End.   



                    

  
  
  
  
  

  
  

  
  

he he PW 2.0 Champion of the world,  Shane PW 2.0 Champion of the world,  Shane 
Stickland is here with his team consisting of Stickland is here with his team consisting of 

Lio Rush & Matt Palmer ,he boasts that he'll beat Lio Rush & Matt Palmer ,he boasts that he'll beat 
Sami Callihan with the help of his team & will still Sami Callihan with the help of his team & will still 
be their champion. The Champ Calls out Sami & be their champion. The Champ Calls out Sami & 
He's here alone asks the Announcer For the mic & He's here alone asks the Announcer For the mic & 
Says after he talked To the management as this Says after he talked To the management as this 
the Wrestlemania weekend this match in his own the Wrestlemania weekend this match in his own 
words,"This will be a tornado Tag team match, words,"This will be a tornado Tag team match, 
this will be No DQ, This will be No Countouts & this will be No DQ, This will be No Countouts & 
This will be a Falls count anywhere match." He This will be a Falls count anywhere match." He 
says That as Strickland stole the title from Him says That as Strickland stole the title from Him 
He needs To get arrested & Introduces his tag He needs To get arrested & Introduces his tag 
team partners as The Border Patrol. They Run to team partners as The Border Patrol. They Run to 
the ring like Kids run when the school is over. the ring like Kids run when the school is over. 
Cleans the ring & Only Lio is Remaining. The Cleans the ring & Only Lio is Remaining. The 
Border Patrol Grabs Lio in a full nelson & Checks Border Patrol Grabs Lio in a full nelson & Checks 
him. Lio Rush is Shouting ,"What you do-him. Lio Rush is Shouting ,"What you do-
ing","Get off me" And the crowd is Mad Laugh-ing","Get off me" And the crowd is Mad Laugh-
ing. They then find a key In Lio's shorts & Ask ing. They then find a key In Lio's shorts & Ask 
what is this for. Lio Snatches it back & Run down. what is this for. Lio Snatches it back & Run down. 
Lio's partners are back to help. There is All Chaos Lio's partners are back to help. There is All Chaos 
here At the ringside & Sami is Beating The champ here At the ringside & Sami is Beating The champ 
with The parts of the Ground Mat. A pillow is also with The parts of the Ground Mat. A pillow is also 
in use. Now they have all tossed the barricades to in use. Now they have all tossed the barricades to 
give us an awesome Fight In the crowd. They are give us an awesome Fight In the crowd. They are 
Bashing each other on the chairs. While They are Bashing each other on the chairs. While They are 
fighting some of the crowd is Chatting sitting fighting some of the crowd is Chatting sitting 
nearby....this is funny to watch. Sami now took nearby....this is funny to watch. Sami now took 
Lio out & The Border Patrol follows him with the Lio out & The Border Patrol follows him with the 
other two guys. Fans Are Running outside, this is other two guys. Fans Are Running outside, this is 
pure carnage. The Referee Is Also Running out pure carnage. The Referee Is Also Running out 

shouting "Excuse me". Hahahaha....I thought it'll shouting "Excuse me". Hahahaha....I thought it'll 
be all crazy Carnage outside but they have some be all crazy Carnage outside but they have some 
good wrestling moves out there. One of the main good wrestling moves out there. One of the main 
problem here I'd there is no enough light! Sami & problem here I'd there is no enough light! Sami & 
Strickland shoeing some great wrestling moves on Strickland shoeing some great wrestling moves on 
the raw ground. Lio is Also Placed & Beaten up in the raw ground. Lio is Also Placed & Beaten up in 
a Dumpster. Now All the Guys of Like team are a Dumpster. Now All the Guys of Like team are 
layer Fight less on the chairs & Sami's team Take layer Fight less on the chairs & Sami's team Take 
a Seat too. Sami & The Border patrol are asking a Seat too. Sami & The Border patrol are asking 
them to hit first. palmer hits like a kid but After them to hit first. palmer hits like a kid but After 
Lio Hits a Skull Fracturing Punch the other Two Lio Hits a Skull Fracturing Punch the other Two 
too connects with their iron fists. Sami & the Bor-too connects with their iron fists. Sami & the Bor-
der patrol can now feel it. They are now exchang-der patrol can now feel it. They are now exchang-
ing Punches , kicks & Eyerake before The ing Punches , kicks & Eyerake before The 
Champs team dominates & Sami's Team falls off Champs team dominates & Sami's Team falls off 
the chairs. Palmer Ties Sami's Legs & put him the chairs. Palmer Ties Sami's Legs & put him 
aside. The border patrol is also handcuffed to the aside. The border patrol is also handcuffed to the 
barricade. The Key was of the handcuffs & Lio barricade. The Key was of the handcuffs & Lio 
again puts hit back in his pants. they Assault The again puts hit back in his pants. they Assault The 
Border Patrol for a moment but Sami is back on a Border Patrol for a moment but Sami is back on a 
skate scooter & He Tackles Everyone in the way skate scooter & He Tackles Everyone in the way 
with it. Sami is now punching everyone to a single with it. Sami is now punching everyone to a single   

  
  
  
  
  

chair & Drives the Skate scooter into them. Sami chair & Drives the Skate scooter into them. Sami 
takes a lot of time to celebrate & Gets Hit by takes a lot of time to celebrate & Gets Hit by 
Palmer. Now they put sami in the ring & The Bor-Palmer. Now they put sami in the ring & The Bor-
der patrol I'd asking to free them but lio takes der patrol I'd asking to free them but lio takes 
care of them. Now they Put the barricades to a care of them. Now they Put the barricades to a 
side & Lio showers some Cold Drink on The Hand side & Lio showers some Cold Drink on The Hand 
cuffed Border Patrol. Sami is alone in the ring cuffed Border Patrol. Sami is alone in the ring 
with a pillow & the three heels have Trapped him with a pillow & the three heels have Trapped him 
from all the sides. "Go Sami Go!" The crowd from all the sides. "Go Sami Go!" The crowd 
chants. Sami hits Palmer with the pillow & then chants. Sami hits Palmer with the pillow & then 
hits Lio with it . The champ but dodges the punch hits Lio with it . The champ but dodges the punch 
& applies a school boy roll up but he kicks out. & applies a school boy roll up but he kicks out. 
Sami then applies a stretch muffler but Strickland Sami then applies a stretch muffler but Strickland 
Counters into a pin. The champ kicks out sami Counters into a pin. The champ kicks out sami 

goes for the cradle Killer but Gets hit by goes for the cradle Killer but Gets hit by 
a pipe & Strickland reverses it into a sun-a pipe & Strickland reverses it into a sun-
set flip pile driver for a pinfall. The Bor-set flip pile driver for a pinfall. The Bor-

der Patrol are back & all 6 have a stare down. der Patrol are back & all 6 have a stare down. 
Sami & his team goes for congratulate the Sami & his team goes for congratulate the 
Champ's team but they superkick them out of the Champ's team but they superkick them out of the 
ring. Strickland challenges anyone for a titleshot ring. Strickland challenges anyone for a titleshot 
at the moment & we have Moose here. Strickland at the moment & we have Moose here. Strickland 
wants Lio & Palmer to help him but they Run wants Lio & Palmer to help him but they Run 
Backstage & Moose Hits the champ with a bicycle  Backstage & Moose Hits the champ with a bicycle  
kick  & a Game changer for a victory by pinfall. kick  & a Game changer for a victory by pinfall. 
And new PW 2.0 champ ! Love the match & spe-And new PW 2.0 champ ! Love the match & spe-
cially the end. cially the end.   
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